Roses are red,
Violets are blue,
Sugar is sweet;
And so are you.
I guess you all remember this poem from your childhood. I had several books where my
childhood friends wrote poems and draw cute roses and other drawings. My Stitchers Angel
pattern for you this time is a journal cover for your poems, drawings and quotes.

Sweet memories notebook cover

To make this you need:
A5 journal
Light fabric for the stitchery and some DMC thread in your colour choices.
Front fabric, backing and a thin batting. 3 buttons and a silk ribbon
(This instruction can be used for covering any size journal)

With your journal closed measure all the way around the book from one edge, across the
face, around the spine and across the back of the book. Add 8 ½ inch for the flaps and seam
allowance. Then measure the height of the book and add ½ inch. These two measurements
form the base for your journal cover.

Rotary cut your front fabric, backing and batting the size you got after measuring the book
and adding the extra inches. Put your front fabric and batting together and quilt as desired.
Trace the roses on to your light fabric and stitch it using DMC 2 strands in your colour
choice. When finished you trim the stitchery to size 3 x 5 ½ inch.

Measure 4 ¼ inch in from each side of the fabric. This is where the folding line will be.
Put your stitchery where you want it to be. I have also added 3 buttons on the right side. Do
not sew them down until later, this is just to find the right place for the stitchery and the
buttons.

Then appliqué the stitchery down on the fabric using buttonhole stitches.

Put the quilted front fabric and the backing together right sides together and with a ¼ inch
seam allowance, stitch right around, leaving a 2 inch gap along one long side. Carefully clip the
corners without snipping into the seam. Trim batting and excess fabric in the seam
allowance. This will refuse the bulkiness once turned right side out.

Turn right side out through the gap and ease corners with a knitting needle. Slip stitch
opening closed.

Fold each end in 4 inches with the right sides together. (do not look at my wrong doing on my
test sewing , you do the right thing ☺, just test it with sewing one side together first, put
the book inside and measure if it fits on the other side before stitching it together) Whip
stitch along edges to put it together.

Sew your three buttons in place.

On the back side of the journal find where to place the silk ribbon. Make sure it fits
crossing over to the button in the middle and stitch it down.

Use the silk ribbon to keep your journal closed. You have now finished your

Sweet memories notebook cover

